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Background 

 In recent years, the emergence of coherent optical orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (CO-OFDM) technology eventually enhanced spectrum 
utilization efficiency and realized a flexible resource allocation mechanism 

 A novel network architecture called a spectrum-sliced elastic optical path 
network (SLICE) is proposed 

 Recent literature of this field also refers to this framework as elastic optical 
networks (EONs) 

 Compared with RWA problem in WDM networks, the resource allocation 
problem in EONs evolves into the (RSA) problem because of finer basic 
switching granularity 

 The constraints of the RSA problem include spectrum continuity, spectrum 
non-overlapping, and spectrum contiguity 
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Layered Graph Model 

 Because of fine grid and unique spectrum contiguity constraint, 
extending traditional layered graph model from wavelength level to 
subcarrier level is not an intelligent approach 

 Propose an enhanced layered graph model to deal with the RSA 
problem while reducing both time and space complexity  

 This model is suitable for both grid and gridless spectrum standards 
 Modify original layered graph model to filter out those links with at 

least one available segment to accommodate the request  
 Exploit the layered graph model to generate an auxiliary graph, 

which is called a filter graph in this work, and then apply some 
routing scheme on this graph 
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Layered Graph Model 

 Notations: 
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Layered Graph Model 

 Create layered graph 

演示者
演示文稿备注
To explain the concept of a layered graph more clearly,we illustrate an example in Fig. 1 [13]. Assume thatFmax  8 and there are two existing optical paths in thenetwork, as shown in Fig. 1(a). As both op1 and op2 areallocated spectrum segments, which start at frequencyslot 0, with four and three slots, respectively, the spectrumutilization is identical in the first three slots. This isexactly why G1 and G2 do not exist, and G3 is generatednext to G0, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Similarly, since slot4 is not allocated to any optical path, its spectrum allocationstatus is different from that of slot 3 and the layeredgraph next to G3 is G4. As to the slot allocation statusand three counter values shown in Fig. 1(b), we will givefurther explanation in Subsection III.C.
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Layered Graph Model 

 Filter graph 
 A request with demand volume 𝑊𝑛 is provisionable on a 

spectrum segment starting from slot 𝑙_𝑖𝑖𝑖 is equivalent to finding 
a path on the filter graph 𝑮𝒍_𝒊𝒊𝒊

𝒍_𝒊𝒊𝒊+𝑾𝒏−𝟏 
 

𝒗𝒊 𝒗𝒊,𝒍_𝒊𝒊𝒊
𝒖_𝒊𝒊𝒊  

𝒆𝒊,𝒍_𝒊𝒊𝒊
𝒖_𝒊𝒊𝒊  𝒆𝒊 

演示者
演示文稿备注
we also call vi (ei) the primitive node (edge) of vu_idx i;l_idx (eu_idxi;l_idx), and vu_idex i;l_idx (eu_idx i;l_idx) is the corresponding node (edge) of vi (ei) in Gu_idx l_idx .
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Layered Graph Model 

 Filter graph pass 
 the input parameters 

 the source index, the destination index, the demand volume, the 
starting index 

 Generates a filter graph whose subscript is equal to the last 
parameter and superscript is i+𝑊𝑛 − 1 
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Layered Graph Model 

 Layered_Graph_First_Fit 
 

 Update process 

演示者
演示文稿备注
As the demand volume is wn and the maximumfrequency slot index is Fmax − 1, the highest starting index of a spectrum segment that can accommodate reqn is predecessor Fmax − wn  1.
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Layered Graph Model 

 Layered_Graph_Shortest_Path 

Shortest_Path 
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Performance evaluation 

 Simulation conditions 
 Arrival traffic requests is a Poisson process  
 Holding time follows exponential distribution 
 Source–destination pairs are randomly generated 
 Assess three RSA algorithms for comparison, including k 

shortest paths with lowest-index first (KP-LF), SPV1, and SSR2 
 Test Topology: NSFNET, BT 
 Maximum FS number: 380 
 Demand volume is uniformly distributed in the interval [1,15], and 

the guard band is one slot 
 106 requests are generated for a simulation instance 

 
1. Spectrum-Constraint Path Vector Searching Algorithm (SPV) 
2. Grid-based spectrum-scan routing (SSR) 
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Performance evaluation 

 BBR 
 

 LG-SP can achieve almost the same performance level as do SPV and SSR in both topologies 
 The performance gain of LG-SP over KP-LF ranges from 7% to 87% in NSFNET, and from 23% to 94% in BT 
 LG-FF is much more prominent than KPLF. However, it performs even worse than KP-LF does in NSFNET 

 

 

NSFNET BT 
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Performance evaluation 

 Number of Generated Filter Graphs 

 LG-SP outperforms SSR by 20% to 34% in NSFNET and by 28% to 44% in BT. 
 LG-FF and LG-SP both require more filter graphs with increasing traffic load 
 The slope of LG-SP’s curve is slightly higher than that of LG-FF’s curve 

 

NSFNET BT 
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Performance evaluation 

 Execution Time 

 SPV is the most time-consuming approach among the three algorithms because of its exponential time 
complexity 

 it is clear that the execution time of the RSA in BT is about 1.5 times that in NSFNET for LG-SP and SSR, while it 
is twice for SPV 

NSFNET BT 
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Conclusion 

 Propose a layered graph model to represent spectrum utilization 
status and use it to deal with the RSA issue 

 Under a dynamic regime, they propose two layered-graph model- 
based heuristic algorithms, named LG-FF and LG-SP, with different 
policies to pick out the final RSA decision from candidates 

 With a layered graph model, both heuristics can effectively reduce 
computational complexity to the polynomial level of network scale 

 In addition to computational complexity, LG-SP can achieve 
blocking performance almost as excellent as can SPV 
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Thank you for your attention!  
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